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GT500 Billet Idler Pulleys 

Installation Instructions 
 

Note:  Refer to a service manual for bolt torque specifications. 

If you are not comfortable with replacing the serpentine belt idler pulleys have a 

qualified technician perform the work. 

 

1. Turn off the engine and open the hood. 

Note:  To avoid all possible injury, we recommend disconnecting the battery. 

Note:  Draw a diagram of the front most serpentine belt if you do not have one. 

2. From underneath the car, unload the front serpentine belt tensioner with a 15mm 

wrench over the bolt on the tensioner pulley.  remove the front serpentine belt from 

the alternator pulley and slowly release the tensioner.  See figure 1. 

3. From under the hood, remove the two 10mm head screws securing the coolant 

reservoir and lift the reservoir out of the way to gain access to the grooved idler 

pulley on the front of the engine.  Leave the cap on the reservoir to avoid spilling 

any coolant.  See figure 2. 

4. Lift the belt off the pulley, and remove the 13mm head bolt and washer securing the 

pulley to the timing cover.  Remove the pulley.  See figure 3. 

5. Install the grooved Steeda pulley in the same location and orientation as the factory 

pulley.  Reinstall the bolt/washer and torque to specification. 

NOTE:  Both pullies are to have their curved faces facing the front of the car.  

The face with the counterbore is to face the engine once installed.  
6. Set the belt back over the pulley and reinstall the coolant reservoir and screws. 

7. Remove the 10mm head screw securing the power steering reservoir to its bracket 

on the front of the engine.  Lift and move the reservoir out of the way (if applicable).  

See figure 2.  
8. Remove the 11mm head nut from the stud on the front of the idler pulley.  Pull the 

coolant hose/bracket off the stud.  Remove the 13mm head bolt and remove the 

pulley.  See figure 4. 

9. Install the Steeda pulley in the same location and orientation as the factory pulley.  

Reinstall the bolt, bracket and nut.  Torque to specification.  Make sure the belt is on 

the pulley properly.  
10. Reinstall the power steering reservoir and screw (if applicable). 

11. From underneath the car, load the tensioner and reinstall the serpentine belt over the 

alternator pulley.  Ensure the belt is sitting on all of the pulleys properly. 

12. Start the car briefly and then shut it off.  Inspect the belt again to ensure it is still 

seated on all of the pulleys properly.  You are done!! 

Thank you for choosing Steeda Autosports.  If you have any questions, or 

 comments, please contact us at GoFast@Steeda.com, or call 954-960-0774. 
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